Veteran's Day is very important to me. It is important because I can think about the people who served our country. Also, I think it's important because they like to serve just to do it, nobody told them to do it, they chose to do it for the love of their country.

Those people risked their lives to protect our country and they also left their own family to protect and serve. They do everything they can to serve for our freedom. And I love remembering people who died or who are still alive to thank them for serving our country, and hearing the stories of Veteran's Day. Then thinking of my grandpa who served in World War II as a pilot of the fighter planes. They saved our country from terrorists. These people are amazing and generous. These people went through hard times back then and now. They make this country the way it is now and even stronger. If these people didn't fight for our country
we wouldn't be the way we are. They make us safe because we know that they will protect us from other countries, trying to take over our country. When other people see people that were in the army, they think that they are heroes. If it wasn't for these amazing people we wouldn't stand strong as a country. Also, if it weren't for them we would be in rough times because other countries could have ruled our country and we would be miserable. These veterans are really outstanding and I think they are my heroes.